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SAS Global Forum
SAS Global Users Group
Las Vegas, Nevada
http://support.sas.com/events/sasglobalforum/2011/
index.html
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april 20

Terminology Management
The Localization Institute
webinar
http://www.localizationinstitute.com/index.
cfm?SEMINAR_CAT_ID=1#session1

april 21

Mobile App Localization as a Service (LaaS)
The International Multilingual Computing User Group
(IMUG)
Mountain View, California USA
email: roger.sherman@sri.com
http://events.imug.org/events/16390469/?eventId=16
390469&action=detail

april 26

Translation Risk Management
webinar
The Localization Institute
http://www.localizationinstitute.com/index.
cfm?SEMINAR_CAT_ID=6#session1
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To Grow, Go Global
How to Create a MultiLingual Business
By Amir Helzer, CEO of ICanLocalize

L

ocalizing software is a great way to rapidly expand your
business and grow profits. A 2007 paper by the Localization Industry Standards Association (LISA) reported that
$25 dollars was returned for every $1 invested in localization.
More than 78% of Internet users are beyond the USA, in
international markets, so having a website that speaks
their language better communicates your product or service. There were 226 million new Internet users in 2010,
162 million of which were from developing countries. Regionally, 65% of the population is online in Europe, 55% in
the Americas, 21.9% in the Asia/Pacific regions, while a
mere 9.6% of the population is online in Africa.
In the past decade, the use of Arabic online has increased
by over 2500%, Chinese by 12% and Spanish by 7%. Plus 42%
of all Internet users are in Asia, while Europe has close
to 24%. Therefore, businesses need to offer web visitors
content in their own language if they are preparing to successfully operate globally.

includes translations and other conversion, and takes
into account local practices and culture, providing
a product, which is comfortable to use in the target
country.
Localizing software includes defining aspects of your
software that can be localized, developing localization strategies based on expected sales, creating a
product schedule for the localization process, using
professional native translators to do the translations,
closely manage the translation process, and finally
testing the translations.
The Localization Process
The Figure below shows a brief overview over the
linguistic processes that take place in a typical software localization project.

Many successful web-business have already
gone global, such as PayPal, Facebook, Google,
Wikipedia and many others (Groupon, Hulu) are
in the process.
When businesses expand globally (specifically
online), they should invest in localization of their
website and software, not just a simple translation. Here are some best practices for localization
and running a multilingual software business:

1. Localize the software
The first step in running a multilingual software
business is to localize the software. Localization
Page 6
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Phase 1 - Preparation – create project schedule, develop glossary, separate text, prepare resource file: The
key to software localization is separating the application
text from the program code, making software localization possible and easy.
Phase 2 - Translation: Translate software strings, Online
Help, documentation. Once the software has a resource
file, holding all text for translation, documentation is vital
to help the translators understand what they’re translating. Explain to the translators what the application does,
who uses it, and how they use it. This way, the translators
are able to adapt the application’s text to fit the new
languages and read naturally, not as a translation.
Phase 3 - Programming: Resize dialog boxes; adapt tips,
menu options, buttons; compile help files; localize multimedia files and embedded graphics containing text.
Phase 4 – Testing: Test the localized software including
functions and user interface.

Using a Translation Management System
Software:

to

Localize

When using a translation management system to localize your software, choose one that allows you to enter
phrases that shouldn’t be translated, such as the program’s name, your company, and other phrases. Upload
the application’s resource file in the right resource file
format. Text comments should be able to be added now
or later.
Resource files have strict formats. Choose a system that
will process your files, extract the text for translation
and build the translation dictionary. Translators only edit
the strings that need to be translated. When translation
is complete, the system builds your translated resource
files – ready for use in your application.
Some Translation Management Systems can handle iPhone, Android, Delphi, Java and other resource file formats with different character encodings (UTF-8, UTF-16,
Java Unicode).

3. Translate purchase fulfillment emails
When clients purchase your application, they need to
receive an email with a purchase confirmation and instructions for downloading or activating the program they
purchased.
This email must be sent in the client’s language, so you
need to record the language in which the client is using
the program.

4. Translate your website
Just like software, websites are built using various
methods – some with plain HTML, others with PHP or
ASP, and others using a content management system like
WordPress or Drupal. No matter how your site is built,
some principles are consistent across the board. To successfully run a multilingual website, you need to:
Be able to create translations and maintain them when
the site contents change.
Automate the site structure so that translators don’t
need to edit links and navigation.
Let users choose their language easily.
Using a Translation Management System to translate
your website
Sites built with static HTML files: These files will be
scanned and translations created and language links added to your original files.
Sites built using PHP / ASP will be translated like software applications using .po files or other lists of text.
Some translation management systems integrate professional translation directly into a Content Management
System (CMS). In this way, translators don’t have to know
how to use the CMS. They work directly with the translations, translating text, then sending it back to the CMS for
proper formatting automatically.

5. Be

ready to handle support calls in different lan-

guages

2. Multilingual checkout
Most major payment processing applications feature
multilingual-ready checkout functions. When you send
clients to pay for your software, make sure to display
the checkout page in the correct language. Displaying the
checkout pages in a default language without allowing
users to change it is a sure way to lose sales.
If you’re sending clients to check-out from your website,
make sure to include the language in the checkout link. If
clients are purchasing from within your application, the
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program needs to detect the user’s language and create
the checkout link with the correct language argument.

Every product needs pre and post sales support. Providing support in the language of your customers gives
you a competitive advantage and improves the customer
experience.
You can get support contacts via email or through contact forms. Contact forms would make it easier for you
to route different messages to different supporters based
on language.
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Providing multilingual support ensures that customers
can quickly and easily get help and resolution to their
support issues in the language they choose.

Author BIO:

Running a global software business is not easily, but it
can be profitable. Make sure you translate not only your
software, but your website, changing all sections to reflect specific concerns in each country. Hire multilingual
customer support teams. Understand all trade laws and
regulations. Understand the economic and political policy
of the country or region. Most of all, do your homework
and proceed slowly. If you follow these best practices,
you will be on the road to success in the international
software market.

Amir Helzer is CEO and founder of iCanLocalize, a leading translation task management exchange for global
businesses. iCanLocalize specializes in content translations for Drupal and WordPress-based websites.
Amir created WPML, a very powerful plug-in for the
WordPress Content Management System (CMS) enabling
users to build fully localized, international websites. He
also developed a translation module for the Drupal CMS.
Amir has over 15 years experience in hardware and software design, database development, and web programming. He specializes in translation management services,
project management, and content management systems.
Previously, Amir worked within the semiconductor industry as an ASIC designer and systems engineer for International Rectifiers and Virata. He also worked at GlobespanVirata as a VLSI engineer. Prior to that, he worked for
Rafael, a government agency, in digital systems design.
Amir attended the Technion-Machon Technologi Le’ Israel where he received his Master of Science Degree in
Electrical Engineering. He is a member of the Association
of Shareware Professionals.

Interact globally.
Communicate locally.
Partner confidently.
Adapting your products, services, and corporate
message to each potential target market’s
language requires an experienced team of
professionals in order to get it done right the
first time. At Interpro, we approach each project
with the understanding that you don’t always
get a second chance.

Interpro
TRANSLAT ION SOLUTIONS
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websites
web-based applications
software
CBT
documentation
training materials
complex desktop publishing
in over 30 languages

toll-free: 877.232.3277

www.interproinc.com
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industry focus
Leadership across Cultures
“The ear of the leader must ring with the voices of the people.”
Woodrow Wilson
By Neil Payne,
Managing Director of Kwintessential

W

ith the march of globalisation and internationalisation growing louder and stronger,
few successful businesses can
now escape the need to work
across cultures. Even if businesses or organisations are not
working abroad or with foreign
entities, it would be a challenge
to identify any that have a mono-cultural workforce. Even
in the South West, businesses ranging from manufacturers
to farms to care homes are employing foreign personnel in
order to operate at maximum efficiency.

With this move towards a cross-cultural business environment comes a need for people to be aware of how
culture impacts the workplace. Unfortunately, as many
quickly discover, the rest of the world does not do things
“like we do”. Cultural differences impact everything from
inter-personnel communication to health and safety procedures to project management. In short, no corner of any
business escapes.
It is within this context that the idea of leadership is
being challenged. Our “western” conceptualisation of
who a leader is, what they do and how they do it is not
shared the world over. Today’s leaders need to be adept
at leading and managing people of different cultures; they
need to listen to the ‘voices of the people’ as well as understand what those voices may actually be telling them.
This in essence is the crux of the challenge; when people
perceive the world, communicate and view their leaders
in different ways, the leader’s ears may be ringing with
misunderstood messages.
The leader will come across cultural issues in many
different guises. By way of illustrating the challenges of
cross-cultural leadership and for the sake of brevity this
article will examine two interdependent issues: the role of
a leader and communication.
Page 9

The Leader
When thinking through the role of a leader one can
not escape the concept of hierarchy. Based on academic paradigms we can generalise that all cultures fall
somewhere on a scale of hierarchical vs. egalitarian.
Where a culture falls will impact their perception of a
leader, their role and how they deem it appropriate to
interact with them. For example:

Egalitarian cultures:
•
•
•
•
•

Prefer self-direction with minimal guidance from
above
Like flexibility in their roles and others’
Reserve the right to challenge authority
Make expectations, interpret rules and use “common sense”
Treat sexes equally

Hierarchical cultures:
•
•
•
•
•

Take and expect clear guidance from superiors
Like clearly defined roles with boundaries and
limitations
Respect and rarely challenge those in power
Enforce regulations and guidelines
See sexes as naturally different

With these points in mind, can you spot issues leaders
may encounter? The British on the whole are egalitarian in their work approach and a leader would interact
with subordinates, ask for feedback, hand out tasks of
importance with basic guidance and expect everyone
to pull their weight without the need to watch over
them. However this may not always be effective.
What if this approach is taken with hierarchical cultures (for example South East Asian, Arab, Polish)? Their
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leadership may actually be brought into question. Rather
then being seen as an effective, driven and focused leader
they would come across as weak and lacking the knowledge to assume the title of “boss” (Why are they asking
for feedback? Do they not know how things are going? Are
they trying to shift blame on me? Why are they are asking me to do this job? Is that not their role?). Hierarchical cultures expect to be dominated. The same process
would work vice-versa in that egalitarian cultures would
seen a dominant leader is inaccessible, power hungry and
unappreciative of others’ efforts.

Communication
This relates to the manner in which people communicate and interact with one another. We can scale cultures
according to their willingness to be ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’
in the manner in which they communicate. Those in the
direct camp (Germans, Americans, Scandinavians) tell it
how it is and are not overly concerned with sentiment.
Why say anything else but the truth? Those in the indirect
camp (Arab, Indian, British) would find such a style rude
and inconsiderate as it puts people in embarrassing situations. The latter is concerned with face, honour
and harmony in personal relationships.

Direct cultures:
•
•
•
•

Are less concerned with how something is
said but rather what is said
Openly confront difficult issues
Do not leave things to interpretation
Do not rely on non-verbal cues

Indirect cultures:
•
•
•
•

Focus on what is said and also how it is relayed
Avoid open confrontation
Express difficult issues with diplomacy and
tact
Count on the listener to interpret meaning

Again the reader will identify immediate issues.
How does one get negative feedback from colleagues who prefer the indirect communication
style? Furthermore what if they also come from a
more hierarchical culture? How can the leader give
feedback without causing hurt or embarrassment?
How can a leader sum an organisation’s goals in a
manner that appeals across cultures? How do they
motivate? These issues ultimately test the leader’s
agility to temper the way they communicate to get
the best out of a range of people. The ability to do
this is not difficult but rather it is the need to at
first appreciate that such differences exist. Essentially the leader must learn to really communicate
with people at different levels and be sufficiently
intuitive to pick up on the signals in order for them
to impact others and therefore the running of the
organisation.
Page 10
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These two very brief examples are literally the tip of
the cultural iceberg. They should act as a stimulus to the
reader who deals with different cultures to explore the
issue further and to examine how such knowledge can
help them improve both on a personal and organizational level. Businesses need culturally-competent leaders.
Technical competence and organisational experience are
inadequate as sole criteria. We need people who have an
attitude of openness to others’ values and practices as
well as the willingness to experiment with different ways
and means. When the leader broadens their horizons it
produces solidarity, encourages productivity, stimulates
innovation and pushes an organisation forward.

BIO

“Neil Payne is Managing Director of Kwintessential. The
UK based company provides a suite of services themed
around internationalisation including translation, localization, design and online marketing. For more information visit www.kwintessential.co.uk”

culture corner

Cross
Cultural Business
Blunders

...More from Neil Payne,
Managing Director of
Kwintessential

W

e often get many emails from visitors to our sites
saying how much they enjoy the article on cross cultural blunders - Results of Poor Cross Cultural Awareness.
We are constantly asked for more. Bowing to pressure
we have therefore complied some more examples of how
cultural ignorance can and does lead to negative (and
much of the time humorous) consequences.
The following cultural blunders are therefore presented
to our visitors and we would again like to stress that such
examples of ?culture gone wrong? are presented in order
illustrate to people how crucial cultural awareness is in
international business today.
1. - Managers at one American company were startled
when they discovered that the brand name of the
cooking oil they were marketing in a Latin American
country translated into Spanish as “Jackass Oil.”
2. - American Motors tried to market its new car,
the Matador, based on the image of courage and
strength. However, in Puerto Rico the name means
“killer” and was not popular on the hazardous roads
in the country.
3. - A sales manager in Hong Kong tried to control
employee’s promptness at work. He insisted they
come to work on time instead of 15 minutes late.
They complied, but then left exactly on time instead of working into the evening as they previously had done. Much work was left unfinished until
the manager relented and they returned to their
usual time schedule.
4. - A US telephone company tried to market its products and services to Latinos by showing a commercial in which a Latino wife tells her husband to call
a friend, telling her they would be late for dinner.
The commercial bombed since Latino women do not
order their husbands around and their use of time
would not require a call about lateness.
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5. - A cologne for men pictured a pastoral scene with a
man and his dog. It failed in Islamic countries dogs
are considered unclean.
6. - Proctor & Gamble used a television commercial in
Japan that was popular in Europe. The ad showed
a woman bathing, her husband entering the bathroom and touching her. The Japanese considered
this ad an invasion of privacy, inappropriate behavior, and in very poor taste.
7. - An American business person refused an offer of
a cup of coffee from a Saudi businessman. Such a
rejection is considered very rude and the business
negotiations became stalled.
8. - A Japanese manager in an American company was
told to give critical feedback to a subordinate during a performance evaluation. Japanese use high
context language and are uncomfortable giving direct feedback. It took the manager five tries before
he could be direct enough to discuss the poor performance so that the American understood.
9. - One company printed the “OK” finger sign on
each page of its catalogue. In many parts of Latin
America that is considered an obscene gesture. Six
months of work were lost because they had to reprint all the catalogues.
10. 10 - Leona Helmsley should have done her homework
before she approved a promotion that compared
her Helmsley Palace Hotel in New York as comparable to the Taj Mahal--a mausoleum in India.
11. - A golf ball manufacturing company packaged golf
balls in packs of four for convenient purchase in
Japan. Unfortunately, pronunciation of the word
“four” in Japanese sounds like the word “death”
and items packaged in fours are unpopular.
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12. - In 1985 Bechtel pulled out of a joint venture in
New Guinea. It seemed flawed from the start. Bechtel had 33 months to build a new plant, organize
services, and meet a production deadline or face
financial penalties. They planned to place a mine
at the top of a mountain in an isolated rain forest,
creating a town of 2,500, camps for 400, a power
plant, air strip, roads, hospitals, and support services (for natives who had never seen a Westerner).
The natives who were recruited to work (while receiving 400 inches of rain during the rainy season)
had no concept of private property, modern money, central government, or work regulations. The
multicultural workforce of 5,000 was composed of
mixed indigenous people and imported technicians
from the United States, Canada, New Zealand, Korea, and Philippines. The road builders did not believe in working around the clock (the contractor
finally went bankrupt). Natives also did not like the
work schedule so they went with bows and arrows
to shut down telephone lines, roads, and frighten
personnel. There was an 85% turnover in the native
workforce.

differences: In Spain the workers preferred very
late office hours, and in Russia the workers took
truck cleaning soap home due to consumer shortages. FEDEX finally shut down over 100 European
operations after $1.2 billion in losses.
14. - Mountain Bell Company tried to promote its telephone and services to Saudi’s. Its ad portrayed
an executive talking on the phone with his feet
propped up on the desk, showing the soles of his
shoes-- something an Arab would never do!

BIO
“Neil Payne is Managing Director of Kwintessential. The
UK based company provides a suite of services themed
around internationalisation including translation, localization, design and online marketing. For more information visit www.kwintessential.co.uk”

13. - FEDEX (Federal Express) wisely chose to expand
overseas when it discovered the domestic market
was saturated. However, the centralized or “hub
and spoke” delivery system that was so successful
domestically was inappropriate for overseas distribution. In addition, they failed to consider cultural
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First Localization Industry Leader in Vietnam
High Quality at a very Reasonable Cost
tel: +844 22211927

email: manh@vnlocalize.com

www.vnlocalize.com
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quality collaboration
Quality translation dictates a
collaborative effort
Why in-country
proof is crucial

By Nabil Freij
President, Founder and Owner
GlobalVision International, Inc.

and

how to
best structure and
streamline it

I

magine the following: First, you are tasked to organize
people in different countries, operating in different
time zones, with different cultures and languages, not
reporting to you, to participate in what will be a very
laborious task. Second, these people are committed to
doing other jobs that take up all their work time. Third, it
is very likely that you cannot offer them incremental pay!
Those who have been involved in coordinating in-country
proof of a translation localization project understand
how difficult the process can be.
Attending to the above is a major undertaking for even
the most experienced project manager. Are you overwhelmed already?

The translation management system is H. It is a dynamic system. For it to be stable, it will require to properly
handle input from G and K− the translator and in-country
proofreader.
Also, to ensure a stable system, collaboration among
the different influencers in the system will be needed.
The more efficient and optimal the collaboration efforts
are, the more stable the system will be.

10 steps you can’t ignore
Having proven that the in-country proof is crucial, here
are 10 important steps to follow to turn this challenge
into a successful endeavor.

This is why some in our industry argue that an in-country proof is not needed after the translation of a product
is completed. We can’t disagree more.

The case for in-country linguistic proof
Control Theory teaches us that a dynamic system remains unstable until it has a negative feedback loop built
into it.
Look at the graph on the right and think of r as the
source text. The target, or translated text, is y. G is the
translator and K is the in-country proofreader.
K will have to proofread the translations of G and offer constructive (negative) feedback to the translator to
help meet the required quality.

Page 13
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.

Choose the right individuals. The more connected
you are with your international offices the more
aware you will be with your options. Pick a person
that has excellent command of the local language
and your product, and that is motivated to help. If
you don’t have a choice, still qualify them to make
sure that your agendas are aligned and then work
constantly on motivating them.
Provide your proofreaders all the information they
need about the project, the tools that they will use
and the process that they will follow. Do that before the translation starts so that they are setup
early and can ask any questions when there is time
still to address them.
Provide necessary training for special tools or processes that they will use to ensure that they have
full control over their tasks and follow all the appropriate steps. Unlike professional translators,
your in-country proofreaders are not expected to
know how to use translation memory (TM) tools or
deal with terminology or specialized translation file
formats.
Get your proofreaders to review the terminology in
their own languages early and approve them. Give
them a chance to influence them before the translation starts, or while it is ongoing. Giving them
ownership and ability to influence the end-quality
early in the process makes them feel part of the
overall process, and not just an afterthought, or
the go to person to fix all problems in the last minute.
Enable your proofreaders with technology to facilitate their work and communicate with the project
stakeholders. Most people like to use MS Word to
make corrections, or, annotate PDF files. Try to
make the proof process work with these simple
tools. However, give them access to an easy to use,
but robust translation management system to communicate answers to translator queries and to preview the terminology.
Pin down the file handoff process so that translated
vs. proofed files are not confused or lost.
Allow for your translators to see the changes that
are implemented by the proofreaders to learn any
style or terminology nuances, or preferences, and
to correct any inconsistencies, typos or grammatical errors.
Enable a process that facilitates the inclusion of
the corrections from proofreaders into the Translation Memories for future reuse. You want to avoid
asking your proofreaders to apply the same changes
each time your source changes; it will demotivate
them from doing their work in future releases.
Allow proofreaders ample time to complete their
work. Remember, they don’t report to you and you
don’t control their time or paychecks.
Give your proofreaders positive reinforcement often throughout the project. You can only influence
them through proper motivation and leadership.
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Ignore any of these steps and you are likely to suffer
the consequences during or after the project’s completion.

Streamline the process
To facilitate the linguistic proof process, it is preferable
to have multiple linguistic proof methodologies available
to you to help meet each client’s specific needs. Here are
three main options:
1. Table format with 2 columns, source and target.
Proofreaders read the source in the first column
and make the necessary changes to the translated
text in the second column either online or in a tool
like MS Word. Translators then see exactly where
the changes are made and apply all necessary corrections.
2. MS Word Document in bilingual format with source
and target languages: Here the source and target
are interlaced. The first string contains the target
text and the second string contains the source text
separated by a number that shows the fuzzy match
from the TM. Proofreaders can decide to proof only
new strings to the release. Changes are made in MS
Word for translators to see where the changes take
place to correctly act upon them.
3. A draft PDF of the target file is provided to the
proofreader where he or she can electronically annotate the PDF with the requested linguistic changes. The annotated PDF file is then returned to the
translator to implement the changes in the target
files.
Note that a thorough linguistic proof is always a laborious process which if not planned correctly, may cause serious delays to the project. Your goal should be to eventually turn your translators, or translation vendor, into
your final proofreaders, after gaining experience on your
end-users’ specific requirements and after following a
rigid process that leverages the latest advances in translation management which keep the translators closely
connected with the in-country product experts.
In order to reach this goal, think about integrating in
your process the following enabling technologies that
will help shift the burden of proof from the in-country
proofreader to the translator:
1. An online terminology portal can be populated with
your terminology in all languages and can be accessible to all translators and proofreaders while performing their work. By communicating the correct
terminology to use, translators can be consistent
and accurate in using the proper terms from the
start.
2. A wiki-based portal can allow easy collaboration
between the translators, the reviewers, the project manager, you, and your proofreaders. This en-

vironment permits translators to ask questions about
the source, moderated by project managers, and
work closely with your proofreaders in order to provide the best fit translations when the translator is
in doubt. Ensuring translators’ accurate understanding at the beginning reduces the requirements for
change at the end.
3. A translation management system will host all files,
source and target to keep assets organized and to
display the status of each task in each project. As
one of the above three described proof options is
applied, all terminology, translation memories, files
and other pertinent translation assets will be updated with your feedback before proceeding with the
desktop publishing or final build and release of the
completed work.
As you build a translation memory, active feedback from
qualified proofreaders will make it a better resource to
rely upon, eventually eliminating the need for a comprehensive linguistic in-country proof. The translators would
understand your special style, terminology and preferences for producing your documents. Style guides will be
beefed up and consistently followed. Stakeholders will
also continue to use the translation memory, the terminology database and the query database to ensure accuracy
not only within your division’s projects and products, but
throughout the entire organization. Overall, your corporate international communications, brand and image will
significantly improve.

The ideal world
While performing in-country linguistic proof may be a
necessary step, the goal is to streamline the process and
minimize the amount of work to be done while delivering
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the expected high quality products to your international
users.
What is the lesson to take here? Despite of what others may tell you, don’t let translators translate in vacuum. Translation is not a task that you can throw over the
wall to others in a process that excludes in-country input
and guidance. If you do that, the translation quality will
sooner or later diverge from your requirements and your
end-users will someday give up on using your localized
product.
Therefore, quality translation requires a collaborative
translation management system. One that permits information sharing, that improves terminology understanding, that tracks schedules and tasks, that facilitates the
feedback process, and that truly allows a two-way dialog,
between the translators and product experts, to improve
product quality and usability.
Next time you are told to forego your in-country proof,
ask your localization or translation vendor to consider using a robust translation management system, or better
yet, hire someone that does!

Author BIO:
Nabil Freij is the author of Enabling Globalization and
the president, founder, and owner of GlobalVision International, Inc. (www.globalvis.com), a Localization and
Translation specialist. He is trilingual and holds an MSEE
from Brown University and an MBA from Bryant University.
Freij’s blog can be read at: http://blog.globalvis.com.
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translation variation
Differentiating Translation Quality
by
Susan Andrus,
Marketing Manager, McElroy Translation

more intense editing and review than that of one
being translated into English for research and development purposes.

H

ave you ever received a translated document and been disappointed with its quality? Have you
ever wondered what you would get
if you chose machine translation? Or
what the difference would be using a
professional translation agency rather
than your bilingual coworker? And how
can idioms and colloquialisms be best
handled for international business to
consumer communications?
There are different levels of translation quality, and understanding which level your project requires will greatly
enhance your satisfaction with the results. Consider these
questions prior to submitting a project to either a linguist
or an agency:

What language will this project be translated into?
•

Your linguist or translation agency might ask for you
to define the “language pair,” meaning from Japanese to English, or from English to Russian.

Where will the translated documentation be used?
•

This is often referred to as a project’s “locale” or
as “localization” for use in a specified region. If you
need documentation translated from English into
Spanish for use in Cuba, you will require a different translator than if you were looking for a Spanish
translation for use in Houston, Texas.

What is the intended use of the translation?
•

Understanding whether the translation will be used
internally or externally will lead to different considerations regarding your corporate brand and message. Clinical trial documentation for use in a region
must be readable at a grade school level and must
be easily understood in order to not interfere with
the results of the trial. The level of quality for a
patent translation for international filing requires
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There are four main quality levels that you should consider when requesting a translation. Let’s look at the example of two popular proverbs:
Vom Regen in die Traufe. (German proverb)
•
•
•
•

Machine Translation: Of the rain into the Traufe.
Literal Translation: Out of the rain and into the
eaves.
Professional Translation: Going from an unpleasant
situation to one that is even worse.
Transcreation: Out of the frying pan and into the
fire.

A donde fueres, haz lo que vieres. (Spanish proverb)
•
•
•
•

Machine Translation: To where you will be, you do
what you will see.
Literal Translation: To where you go, do the things
you see.
Professional Translation: Adapt yourself to the local
customs.
Transcreation: When in Rome, do as the Romans do.

Machine translation (MT) will provide the lowest quality.
As you can see from the German example above, some
words may not even be translated. The Spanish example
is actually quite good, though the message has still been
lost. This method is not recommended for technical translations without some level translation memory training
and/or post editing.
Literal translations are what you get when a bilingual individual who is not a trained linguist works with documentation outside his or her area of expertise. Quick, cheap
human translations, as well as in-house translations by
nonlinguists will often provide you with this level of quality. The resulting translations are nearly word for word
without any interpretation of a statement’s meaning.
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Professional translations are easily readable and understandable. They take into consideration what the meaning of the statement is and translate accordingly. The
phrase above may literally be saying “To where you go,
do the things you see,” but its message is much clearer
as “Adapt yourself to the local customs.” This is of great
importance in technical translations for industries having
their own jargon, as that jargon differs from language to
language. A literal translation that doesn’t consider this
will just create confusion.
Transcreation is what is needed when the message is
more valuable than the words themselves. When you
translate a document for use in a specific location (localize), such as Portuguese for use in Brazil, you want a
professional translation that will adapt the document for
easy use, taking into consideration the nuances of the
language in that location. If you’re advertising a product there, you want the audience to feel and experience exactly what you intended your original audience
to feel and experience. In the examples above, rather
than translating the meaning of the original proverb, it
has been exchanged with the English equivalent. It takes
an incredibly experienced bilingual linguist to know the
nuances of both languages at this level.
Let’s look at a few more examples of machine, literal,
professional, and transcreated translations:
Den Bock zum Gärtner machen. (German proverb)
•
•
•
•

Machine Translation: The support the gardner
make.
Literal Translation: Turn a billy-goat into a gardener.
Professional Translation: To disregard a trustee’s
harmful conflict of interests.
Transcreation: Setting a fox to guard the henhouse.

Ein Tropfen auf den heißen Stein. (German proverb)
•
•
•
•

Machine Translation: A drop on the hot stone.
Literal Translation: A drop on a hot stone.
Professional Translation: Not enough to make a difference.
Transcreation: A drop in the bucket.

Gehupft wie gesprungen. (German proverb)
•
•
•
•

Machine Translation: Gehupft as jumped.
Literal Translation: Hopped just as jumped.
Professional Translation: Two solutions are basically
equivalent.
Transcreation: Six of one, half a dozen of the other.

Del dicho al hecho hay un mucho buen trecho. (Spanish
proverb)
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•
•
•
•

Machine Translation: Of the saying to the fact there
is a much good stretch.
Literal Translation: Between word and deed, there’s
a wide trench (journey).
Professional Translation: There’s a big difference
between what people say and what they do.
Transcreation: Easier said than done.

Les da uno la mano y se toman hasta el codo. (Spanish
proverb)
•
•
•
•

Machine Translation: It gives the one hand them
and they are taken until the elbow.
Literal Translation: You give them a hand and they
take your elbow.
Professional Translation: When you help someone,
they might abuse of your kindness.
English Equivalent Proverb: Give him an inch and
he’ll take a mile.

One important message to leave you with is that your
professional language service provider (LSP) can give you
any of the four levels discussed in this article. The processes and workflow structures of most LSPs that offer
professional technical translations are set up to provide
the “professional translation” level of quality. But if you
just need a quick, rough translation, let your account
manager know that you are only looking for a draft. This
will lower your costs and allow for a quicker deliverable.
If you are considering using machine translation for a
project, discuss this option with your account manager.
Many LSPs will provide you with a 1-3 page sample of your
project using their machine translation system so you can
get an idea of the final outcome.

Susan Andrus BIO:
Susan Andrus is Marketing Manager of McElroy Translation. She directs customer relationship strategies as well
as brand management for the company. With 12 years in
the translation and localization industry, Susan’s experience includes holding a senior level position on the production side of the company, enabling her to bridge the
gap between clients and internal workflow solutions. In
2010, Susan updated the McElroy brand with a new logo,
as well as design for the corporate website and all sales
collateral. She leads the companies online marketing initiatives including SEO, Adwords, email campaigns, and
website analytics, as well as social media initiatives including eBuzz translation newsletter, corporate blog, Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. In
addition to working for McElroy Translation, Susan is chair
of special events and ambassador for Austin’s American Marketing Association (AMA).
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Egypt:
The Ancient World that Fostered the Modern World
By Susan Andrus, Marketing Manager of McElroy Translation

W

ith a history that dates back more than five thousand
years, Egypt is known for some of mankind’s earliest
advancements and inventions. From clocks and calendars
to pen and paper to a legal system based on a commonsense view of right and wrong, Ancient Egypt fostered
the modern world. Their advancements in anatomy and
architecture continue to be studied and debated to this
day.

Time, clocks, and calendars
Ancient civilizations marked time using lunar calendars.
The Egyptians were the first to establish a solar calendar
consisting of twelve months, each of which had 30 days
plus five extra days at the end of the year. They constructed the first leap year calendar in 238 BC, adding an
extra day every fourth year.
In addition to tracking the days of the year, they also
invented two methods for distinguishing the time of day.
The first, the sun clock, was based on obelisks whose moving shadow throughout the day helped the early Egyptians
to divide time into morning and afternoon. Additionally,
they could determine the longest and shortest days of the
year by the length of the shadow at noon, the longest day
of the year projecting the longest shadow at noon. The
second method for telling time, the water clock, enabled
Egyptians to read time at night. This clock was a stone
vessel with slanting sides and a small hole at the bottom
through which water would drip at a constant rate. The
changing level of water along the markings on the inner
walls of the vessel would indicate the passage of each
hour.

Health, beauty, and mummification
Ancient Egyptians were the first to practice holistic
health by considering the whole person—physically, mentally, and spiritually. Remedies ranged from herbal and
magic medicine to surgery. They prescribed contraceptives, performed circumcisions, and conducted pregnancy
tests. Some of their more interesting practices included
using crocodile dung as contraception and fats rendered
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from crocodiles, hippos, lions, snakes, geese, and ibex to
treat baldness.
Both men and women used cosmetics as far back as
5,000 years ago to protect their skin from sunlight. Egyptians shaved off all of their body hair to combat lice
and other insects. They invented combs, scissors, wigs,
makeup, deodorant, toothbrushes, and toothpaste.
The practice of mummification enabled Ancient Egyptians to excel at anatomy. The process of mummification
took around 70 days. All organs were removed except
the heart; the body was filled with spices and herbs, and
then packed in the natural salts that grew along the coast
in Egypt. It took about 35 days for a body to completely
dry out. At this time the body would be wrapped in cloth
with prayers written on it and held together with resin.
The outside layer of Tutankhamun’s wrap included melted paraffin wax.

Reading, writing, and arithmetic
Egyptians were among the very first people to invent
writing, along with ink and paper. Ancient Egyptian mathematicians delved into equation solutions, geometric series, fractions, and the decimal system.

The legal system of Ancient Egypt
It is believed that early Egyptian law was based on a
commonsense view of right and wrong, in keeping with
the concept of Ma’at. Ma’at represented truth, order,
balance, and justice in the universe. Mark Andrews goes
on to say in his article, Law and Legal System in Ancient
Egypt, that this concept allowed that everyone, with the
exception of slaves, should be viewed as equals under
the law, regardless of wealth or social position. Additionally, when a punishment was carried out, often the entire
family of the guilty party suffered. Children of individuals sentenced to exile were automatically outlawed as
well. An entire family might be imprisoned if one member
deserted from military service or defaulted on the labor
demands of the state.
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The Great Pyramid of Giza

Susan Andrus BIO:

Cairo, the capital of Egypt, holds the distinction of being the largest city in Africa and the Middle East. Just
southeast of Cairo lies the Great Pyramid in the Giza
Necropolis, famously known for being the last remaining
ancient wonder of the world. The Great Pyramid is the
oldest and largest of the three pyramids at Giza, and its
features are so large they are visible from the Moon. It
is believed that the Great Pyramid of Giza was built by
moving huge stones from a quarry and dragging and lifting them into place. Though the chemical composition
of the mortar used to build the Great Pyramid of Giza is
known, it could not be reproduced using contemporary
techniques.

Susan Andrus is Marketing Manager of McElroy Translation. She directs customer relationship strategies as well
as brand management for the company. With 12 years
in the translation and localization industry, Susan’s experience includes holding a senior level position on the
production side of the company, enabling her to bridge
the gap between clients and internal workflow solutions.
In 2010, Susan updated the McElroy brand with a new
logo, as well as design for the corporate website and all
sales collateral. She leads the companies online marketing initiatives including SEO, Adwords, email campaigns,
and website analytics, as well as social media initiatives
including eBuzz translation newsletter, corporate blog,
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. In addition to working
for McElroy Translation, Susan is chair of special events
and ambassador for Austin’s American Marketing Association (AMA).

The Great Pyramid is one of the most comprehensively
studied buildings in the world. It remained the tallest
man-made structure for a period of more than 3,800 years.
There are three known chambers inside the pyramid: the
King’s chamber, the Queen’s chamber, and the unfinished
chamber. The temperature inside remains a constant
68 degrees F, the same as earth’s internal temperature.
Learn more about the engineering of this structure.

Translation Services in all Languages
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¬¬¬¬WEBSITE¬LOCALIZATION
s¬¬%XPERIENCED¬AND¬QUALIlED¬¬
¬¬¬¬TRANSLATORS¬AND¬EDITORS
s¬¬-ULTILINGUAL¬TERMINOLOGY¬MANAGEMENT
s¬¬/NLINE¬PORTAL¬ACCESS¬TO¬TRANSLATION¬TOOLS
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40 years of experience in
European, Asian
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Tel: 1 (888) 775 5376

www.e-kern.com · info@e-kern.com
Germany: +49 (0) 69 75 60 73 0 · United Kingdom: +44 (20) 78 31 56 00,
Netherlands: +31 (0) 20 520 0740 · France: +33 (0) 1 53 93 85 20
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FULL SERVICE
LOCALIZATION

acrolinx GmbH

Parenty Reitmeier
Translation Services

Symbio Group

Rosenstrasse 2
D-10178 Berlin, Germany
Tel. +49 (0)30 288 84 83 30
Fax +49 (0)30 288 84 83 39
www.acrolinx.com
info@acrolinx.com

AUTHORING TOOLS &
TRANSLATION
MEMORY SYSTEMS
MadCap Software, Inc.
7777 Fay Avenue
La Jolla, CA 92037
Tel. 858-320-0387
Fax 858-320-0338

management@madcapsoftware.com
www.madcapsoftware.com

FULL SERVICE
LOCALIZATION
Arcadia Translations

Marcelo T. de Alvear, 8º 50,
Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tel. 54-11-5353 3391
Fax 54-11-5353 3391
Info@arcadia-t.com
www.arcadia-t.com

BG Communications
International, Inc.

1100 Crémazie Blvd. East,
Suite 703
Montreal (Quebec) H2P 2X2
Tel. 514.376.7919
Fax 514.376.4486
info@bgcommunications.ca
www.bgcommunications.ca

123-B Marion Street, Winnipeg
(MB) R2H 0T3, Canada
Tel. 204-237-3737
TF. 877-445-3737
Fax 204-237-9997
www.parentyreitmeier.com
contact@prtranslation.com

ADAPT Localization
Services

Clemens-August-Str. 16-18
53115 Bonn, Germany
Tel. +49 228 98 226-0
Fax +49 228 98 226-15

www.adapt-localization.com
sales@adapt-localization.com

info@symbio-group.com
www.symbio-group.com

InterPro Translation
Solutions, Inc.
4200 Commerce Court
Suite 204
Lisle, IL 60532
Tel. +1 630 245 7150
Fax +1 630 245 7155
rstrozza@interproinc.com
www.interproinc.com

PH Brink
International

Ushuaia Solutions

info@phbrink.com
www.phbrink.com

info@ushuaiasolutions.com
www.ushuaiasolutions.com

6100 Golden Valley Road
Minneapolis, MN 55422
Tel. 763.591.1977
Fax 763.542.9138

Lionbridge

1050 Winter Street
Suite 2300
Waltham, MA 02454 USA
Tel. 781.434.6000
Fax 718.434.6034
info@lionbridge.com
www.lionbridge.com

Idea Factory Languages
Avenida de Mayo 666, 6A
C1084AAN Buenos Aires
Argentina
Tel. +54.11.4343.4143
Fax +54.11.4345.2722
iflinfo@idea-factory.net
www.iflang.com

McElroy Translation
Company

Logrus International

orders@mcelroytranslation.com
www.mcelroytranslation.com

management@logrus.ru
www.logrus.ru

910 West Avenue
Austin, Texas 78701
Tel. 512.472.6753
Fax 512.472.4591

1803 Research Boulevard
Suite 508
Rockville, MD. 20850
Tel. 301.340.3988
Fax 301.340.3989

2600 Philmont Ave.
Suite 305
Huntington Valley, PA 19006
Tel. 215.947.4773
Fax 215.947.4773
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Rioja 919,
S20000AYK Rosario,
Argentina,
Tel. 54.341.4493064
Fax 54.341.4495242

Crossgap S.r.l.

Via Nazario Sauro 1/2
40121 Bologna Italy
Tel. 39.0512966711
Fax 39.0512966732
info@crossgap.com
www.crossgap.com

PTIGlobal

9900 SW Wilshire, Suite 280
Portland OR 97225
Tel
+1.503.297.2165
Toll free 888.357.3125
sales@ptiglobal.com
www.ptiglobal.com

Studio Gambit
Sp. z o.o.

ul. Matejki 6,
80-952 Gdansk, Poland
Tel. +48 58 345 3800
Fax +48 58 345 1909
gambit@stgambit.gda.pl
www.stgambit.gda.pl
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Language Services
Associates, Inc. (LSA)

Commit

CPSL Europe

455 Business Center Drive
Suites 100 & 120
Horsham, PA 19044
Tel. (215) 259-7000
Fax (215) 259-7302
www.lsaweb.com
sales@lsaweb.com

139, Plapouta Ave. &
Lamias St.
GR 141 21 - N. Irakleio
Athens, Greece
Tel. +30.210.8056.930-2
Fax +30.210.8056.935
www.commit.gr
info@commit.gr

Edificio Imagina
Avda. Diagonal, 177, 3º
08018 Barcelona – Spain
Tel: +34 93 320 13 00
info-spain@cpsl.com

CPSL USA
Tel: +1 214 432 6114
info-usa@cpsl.com
www.cpsl.com

Worksoft

Arabize

22 Anwar El Mofty St.,
Tiba 2000 Admin. Bldg.
Nasr City, Cairo
Egypt
Tel. +202.4055192-5
Fax +202.4055191
info@arabize.com.eg
www.arabize.com.eg

3/F, Building 8,
Zhongguancun Software Park,
Haidian District
Beijing, 100094, P.R. China
Tel. +86 (10) 82825266
Fax +86 (10) 82825268

Syntes Language Group,
Inc.

Tek Translation
International

7465 E. Peakview Ave.
Centennial, CO 80111
Tel. 303.779.1288
Fax 303.779.1232

C/ Ochandiano 10
28023 Madrid, Spain
Tel. 34.91.414.1111
Fax 34.91.414.4444

info@syntes.com
www.syntes.com

sales@tektrans.com
www.tektrans.com

RM-Soft Translation &
Publishing S. L.

ArchiText

Plaza de los Campos 4, 2-D
18009 Granada - SPAIN
Tel. +34.958.215.032
Fax +34.958.215.284
www.rm-soft.com
info@rm-soft.com

ACP Traductera, s.r.o.
Nam. Miru 169/I
377 01 Jindrichuv Hradec
Czech Republic
Tel. +420.384.361.300
Fax +420.384.361.303
info@traductera.com
www.traductera.com
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info@workosft.com.cn
www.worksoft.com.cn

Globalization Group,
Inc. (GGI)

374 East 720 South
Orem, UT 84058
Tel. 801.225.6959
Fax 801.838.1117
info@globalization-group.com
www.globalization-group.com

Lingua Solutions, Inc.

15303 Ventura Blvd., Suite 900
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403
Tel. 800-508-2484
info@linguainc.com
www.linguainc.com

Janus WWI

23 Main St., 3rd Floor
Andover, MA 01810
Tel. 978.409.6112
Fax 978.409.6096

Derbenevskaya nab. 11B office 113
Business Center Pollars
114115, Moscow, Russia
Tel. +7-495-913-6653 ext. 213
Fax +7-495-913-6653
info@janus.ru
www.janus.ru

Palex Languages &
Software

WeLocalize

info@architext-usa.com
www.architext-usa.com

4th floor, Uchebnaya 39/1,
Tomsk, Russia, 634034
Tel. +7.3822.531.638
Fax +7.3822.562.733
www.palex.ru
info@palex.ru
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241 East 4th St.
Suite 207
Frederick, MD 21701
Tel. 301.668.0330
Fax 301.668.0335
info@welocalize.com
www.welocalize.com
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KERN AG
Global Language
Services

Jonckers Translation &
Engineering s.a.

TOIN

Kurfürstenstr. 1
60486 Frankfurt
Tel. +49 (0) 69.75.60.73-17
Fax +49 (0) 69.77.03.93.55
michael.kern@e-kern.com
www.e-kern.com

HiSoft Services (Beijing)
Limited
1/F, Dascom Building,
No. 9 East Road, Shangdi,
Haidian District, Beijing 100085,
China
Tel. 8610-82782892
sales-bj@hisoft.com
www.hisoft-services.com

Conversis

Bignell Park Barns
Chesterton
Bicester
Oxfordshire
OX26 1TD
United Kingdom
Tel. +44 (0) 845.450.0805
Fax +44 (0) 845.450.0806

Belgium – Headquarters
Jonckers Translation &
Engineering s.a.
15A Avenue Herrmann-Debroux
B-1160 Brussels, Belgium
www.jonckers.com
Europe Contact Phone:
+ 32-2-672-80-30
USA Contact Phone:
+1 877-590 -1927
Asia Contact Phone:
+86 -10-5873-1958

Global Databases
Limited
Doc3 Support &
Development Center
Holeckova 25
150 00 Prague
Czech Republic
Tel.: +420 257 313 110
info@doc3.com
www.doc3.com

info@oxford-conversis.com
www.oxford-conversis.com

EQHO Communications
Ltd.
Sinometrics

121 Stewart Street, Suite 205
Seattle, WA 98101
Tel. 206.267.4100
Fax 206.267.4200
information@sinomet.com
www.sinometrics.com

Arabize

22 Anwar El Mofty St.,
Tiba 2000 Admin. Bldg.
Nasr City, Cairo
Egypt
Tel. +202.4055192-5
Fax +202.4055191
info@arabize.com.eg
www.arabize.com.eg
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Toin Building
1-12-8 Shiba, Minato-ku
Tokyo 105-0014, Japan
Tel. +81-3-3455-8764
Fax +81-3-3455-6514
cs@to-in.co.jp
www.to-in.co.jp

E-C Translation Ltd.

2nd Floor, Hua Teng Development
Building,
No.23, Xi Huan Bei Road, BDA,
Beijing 100176, P. R. China.
Tel. 86-10-67868761
service@e-cchina.com
www.e-cchina.com

WH&P

Espace Beethoven BP102,
1208 Route des Lucioles,
Sophia Antipolis CEDEX.
06902 FRANCE
sales@whp.fr
www.whp.fr

Skrivanek Translation
Services Ltd.

2001 Chartered Square
152 North Sathorn Rd
Bangkok 10500 Thailand
Tel. +66.2.637.8060
Fax +66.2.637.8422
info@eqho.com
www.eqho.com

Nad Zaloanou 499/6
180 00 Prague 8,
Czech Republic
Tel. 420.233.320.560
Fax 420.244.321.556

Able Translations

VistaTEC

385 Traders Boulevard East
Mississauga, Ontario
L4Z 2E5
Tel. 905.502.0000
Fax 905.502.8900
info@abletranslations.com
www.abletranslations.com

ClientSide News Magazine

sales@skrivanek.net
www.skrivanek.net

700 South Circular Road
Kilmainham
Dublin 8
Ireland
Tel. +353-1-416-8000
Fax +353-1-416-8099
info@vistatec.ie
www.vistatec.ie
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SINGLE LANGUAGE
LOCALIZATION
PROVIDER

CONTENT
MANAGEMENT TOOLS

Business &
Languages srl

Ektron

Technical Translations and
SW Localization into Italian
Largo Torraca, 71
80133 NAPLES - ITALY
Tel. 39.081.551.31.76
Fax 39.081.551.26.08

5 Northern Blvd. Bldg. 6
Amherst, NH 03031 USA
Tel. 603.594.0249
Fax 603.594.0258
info@ektron.com
www.ektron.com

DocZone.com bv

Via Laurentina, 447/A
00142 ROMA (Italy)
Tel.
+39 06 - 5914404 / 5914808
Fax +39 06 - 5914930
step-in@step-in.it
www.step-in.it

TransSoft
Translation &
Localization into Polish
ul. Jugoslowianska 63
60-149 Poznan, Poland
Tel. +4861.861.9893
info@transsoft.pl
www.transsoft.pl

Ryszard Jarza
Translations

ul. Barlickiego 23/22, 50-324
Wroclaw, Poland
Tel. +48 601 728018
info@jarza.com.pl
www.jarza.com.pl

iDISC Information
Technologies
Connecting to the
Spanish-speaking World
Passeig del Progrés, 96
08640 Olesa de Montserrat
BARCELONA - SPAIN
Tel. +34 93 778 7300
Fax +34 93 778 3580
www.idisc.es
trad@idisc.es
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XML-INTL Ltd.
Technology

PO Box 2167
Gerrards Cross
Bucks SL9 8XF UK
Tel. +44 1753 480 467
Fax +44 1753 480 465
www.xml-intl.com
sales@xml-intl.com

www.bl-trans.com
info@bl-trans.com

STEP.IN. S.r.l.

TRANSLATION
MEMORY TOOLS

Bronsteeweg 49-B
2101 AB Heemstede
The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0) 23 548 48 80
Fax +31 (0) 23 548 48 85
info@doczone.com
www.doczone.com

Business Development
PARENTY REITMEIER, INC.
123-B Marion Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba R2H 0T3
Canada
Tel. 204.237.3737
Toll Free. 1.877.445.3737
Fax. 204.237.9997

Email:
lynn.reitmeier@prtranslation.com
www.parentyreitmeier.com

SOFTWARE
LOCALIZATION
TOOLS
Across Systems, Inc.
431 N Brand Blvd.,
Suite 308
Glendale, CA 91203
americas@across.net
www.across.net
Phone (877) 922 - 7677
Fax (877) 773 - 5687

Web Globalization
Byte Level Research
3841 4th Ave., #235
San Diego, CA 92103
Tel. 760.317.2001

jyunker@bytelevel.com
www.bytelevel.com
www.globalbydesign.com

DTP SERVICES
Multilizer
c/o Rex Partners Oy
Tekniikantie 14, PL 534
02150 ESPOO
Finland
Tel. +358.92517.5455
Fax +358.92517.2202
www.multilizer.com
info@multilizer.com

ClientSide News Magazine

Palex Languages &
Software

4th floor, Uchebnaya 39/1,
Tomsk, Russia, 634034
Tel. +7.3822.531.638
Fax +7.3822.562.733
www.palex.ru
info@palex.ru
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